Mental Notes maintains this website (“the Site”) and the information and materials on the Site (“Content”). By accessing or browsing the Site, you agree to these Terms of Use.

Disclaimer
Whilst Mental Notes takes care to ensure the accuracy of the Content, to the extent permitted by law, Mental Notes assumes no legal liability for and does not warrant that the information contained on this Website is accurate or complete, or that these web pages will be free from errors or that its availability will be uninterrupted and Mental Notes hereby expressly disclaims and excludes all express and implied warranties terms or conditions not stated herein, so far as such exclusion or disclaimer is permitted under the applicable law. Mental Notes excludes all liability to any person for any loss or damage caused by any errors or omissions, whether such errors or omissions result from negligence, accident or any other cause but this disclaimer is without prejudice to any claims for fraudulent misrepresentation, personal injuries or death.

Restrictions on Use of Content
The Content of this website and all copyright and other intellectual property rights therein belong to Mental Notes or its Content providers. You are hereby granted permission to access the Site and print a copy of the Content as a record of your visit. All other use of the Site and its Content, including modification, publication, transmission, creation of derivative works, incorporation into another website or reproducing the Site or the Content (whether by linking, framing or any other method) is not permitted without Mental Notes’ prior express written consent.

Privacy Policy
Mental Notes will only use the personal information submitted on this site to respond to the query and send future correspondence and promotions. You can unsubscribe from these promotions at any time from within the email you receive. Your information will not be shared with any third parties unconnected with Mental Notes.

Information sharing
Mental Notes do not share any information submitted through this website with third parties. If you have opted into receiving information from Mental Notes, then you will always have the opportunity to unsubscribe on receipt of an email.

Cookies
Cookies are small text files that are placed on your computer by websites that you visit. They are widely used in order to make websites work, or work more efficiently, as well as to provide information to the owners of the site.

This website uses Google Analytics, a web analytics service provided by Google, Inc. (“Google”). Google Analytics uses cookies to help us analyse how visitors use the site in the aggregate. It does not collect personally identifiable information, and does not track your movements between different websites. You may opt out of Google Analytics on all websites by installing the Google Analytics Opt-out Browser Add-on.

Shop

Placing an order
An email will be sent to you with confirmation of your order.

Order amendments or changes
Changes to confirmed orders must be sent in writing. We can not guarantee that the requested changes can be made but we will do our best. Changes may incur extra fees.

Payment
Balance is due when making a purchase and must be finalised prior to delivery/dispatch. Goods remain the property of Mental Notes until full payment has been received.

Delivery
The delivery/freight fee covers a single address during normal weekday delivery hours. Delivery cost will vary depending on the item/s ordered, item quantity and delivery location.

Returns
Please choose carefully as we do not accept returns if you simply change your mind or make a wrong decision. If you wish to return an item because it is damaged or faulty this claim must be made within 24 hours of receiving product.

Acceptance of these terms
By using this site, you signify your assent to Mental Notes Privacy Policy. If you do not agree with Mental Notes Privacy Policy, please do not use our site. We reserve the right, at our discretion, to change, add or remove portions of this Privacy Policy at any time. Please check this page periodically for changes. Your continued use of the Mental Notes site following the posting of changes to this Statement means you accept the changes we make.

Date 1 May 2018